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Objectives
You will have mastered the material in this chapter when you can:

Add an embedded style sheet to a • 
Web page

Change the body and link styles • 
using an embedded style sheet

Create a drop-down menu bar using • 
an embedded style sheet

Change the color and font styles of • 
the drop-down menus

Create an external style sheet• 

Change the paragraph margins and • 
font styles using an external style sheet

Create a hover pop-up using an • 
external style sheet

Use classes, pseudoclasses, and • 
divisions for the pop-up function

Use the <link> tag to insert a link to • 
an external style sheet

Add an external style sheet for • 
printing Web pages

Using Advanced 
Cascading Style Sheets
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Introduction
In previous chapters, you used HTML tags and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to change 
the way a Web page appears in a Web browser, such as adding italic, bold, colors,  headings, 
and tables. This is also known as the style of the Web page. In this chapter, you expand 
your knowledge of CSS to give added functionality to your Web pages. You insert 
drop-down menus for your Web site visitors to use for navigation. This advanced tech-
nique is done with more complex CSS code. You also add pop-up image effects using an 
advanced CSS technique. This method shows you a better way to format your Web pages 
as opposed to using tables. You have more fl exibility using CSS versus tables for Web 
page structure.

Project — Using Advanced Cascading Style Sheets
Sapperzein Galleries had a Web site created several years ago. Although the Web site is 
well-designed and effective, they now want to improve their Web site with drop-down 
menus and image effects. They hire you to enhance their Web site using advanced 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS).

At Mr. Sapperzein’s request, you use advanced Cascading Style Sheets to add a 
drop-down menu structure, as shown in Figure 7–1b. Recognizing that the Sapperzein 
Galleries Web site will continue to grow, you suggest that you modify the Web site 
to use embedded and external Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). You explain to him that 
Cascading Style Sheets maintain a consistent look across a Web site — especially Web 
sites that contain many pages, and can give the pages a more polished look. You suggest 
that you create an external style sheet that is linked to the other Web pages. This style 
sheet, which can be easily linked into all pages in the Web site, is used to give the images 
on the Web page a pop-up effect (Figure 7–1b). Additionally, you would like to create a 
second external style sheet that can be used to print only the content of a Web page and 
not the menu bar. Mr. Sapperzein is supportive of the plan and encourages you to start 
as soon as possible. 

7 Using Advanced Cascading 
Style Sheets
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Figure 7–1

(a) Web pages without style sheets.

start with three 
unordered bulleted lists 
with two list items each

three sets of two 
images each display

directions for 
Web site visitors

link back to Web 
site home page

hover over a small 
image on the left, 
and large image 
displays on right

navigation menu bar 
with three categories

hover over one 
submenu option 
and background 
changes color

(b) Web pages with style sheets.
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General Project Guidelines
As you create Web pages, such as the project shown in Figure 7–1 on page HTML 327, you 
should follow these general guidelines:

1. Plan the Web site. First, you should determine if using Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is 
appropriate for your Web site. If you have several Web pages and need a consistent style 
that can be easily updated, CSS is a good choice. If you have a single page with mostly 
static content and formatting, CSS might not be needed.

2. Analyze the need. In the analysis phase of the Web Development Life Cycle, you should 
analyze what content to include in the Web page. Chapter 7 introduces advanced CSS 
techniques that can be used for Web development. Using style sheets can eliminate 
the need to edit multiple Web pages for simple changes. An external style sheet 
can be edited to make changes across a Web site. Part of the analysis phase includes 
determining how the multiple Web pages work together using CSS. In this chapter, you 
create both embedded and external style sheets.

3. Choose the content for the Web page. With a multiple-page Web site, you can distribute 
the content as needed throughout the Web site. 

4. Determine the type of style sheets to use for the pages and their precedence. If you 
determine that CSS is appropriate, then you must decide which type(s) of style sheet is 
best. For Web sites with many Web pages that have a common look, an external style 
sheet may be the best option. For Web sites with few common looks to the pages, 
using embedded or inline style sheets may be a better option. Also, knowing style sheet 
precedence helps you to understand how each style interacts with the others. 

5. Create the style sheets. Once the analysis and design is complete, the Web developer 
creates the Web page using CSS. Good Web development standard practices should be 
followed in this step. Embedded and inline style sheets are used within particular Web 
pages. An external style sheet must fi rst be created and saved as a .css fi le. Then a link 
statement must be inserted into all Web pages in which you want to use the external 
style sheet. 

Plan 
Ahead

Overview
As you read this chapter, you will learn how to create the Web page shown in 

Figure 7–1 on the previous page by performing these general tasks:

Plan the CSS structure.• 
Enter HTML code into the Notepad++ window.• 
Save the fi le as an HTML fi le.• 
Enter basic HTML tags and add text to the fi le.• 
Use the <style> tag in an embedded style sheet.• 
Create external CSS fi les that are linked into Web pages with a <link /> tag.• 
View the Web pages and HTML code in your browser.• 
Validate the Web pages.• 
Test and print the Web pages.• 
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Using Style Sheets
As you learned in earlier chapters, although HTML allows Web developers to make 
changes to the structure, design, and content of a Web page, HTML is limited in its 
ability to defi ne the appearance, or style, across one or more Web pages. As a result, 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) were created. With CSS, you can establish a standard 
look for all Web pages in a Web site. Using CSS, you avoid the tedious steps of adding 
 repetitive codes to format the same types of information. For example, instead of mak-
ing all paragraphs of text 10pt Verdana in individual <p> tags, you can defi ne that style 
in an external style sheet (.css fi le) and link that external fi le to all Web pages. CSS is 
also perfect for formatting Web pages with tabular material, but without using HTML 
table tags. 

A style is a rule that defi nes the appearance of an element on a Web page, and a 
style sheet is a series of rules that defi nes the style for a Web page or an entire Web site. 
There are three types of CSS: inline, embedded, and external. In previous chapter proj-
ects, you have used all three types to alter the appearance of a Web page or pages by 
changing  characteristics such as font family, font size, margins, and link specifi cations. 
In this  chapter, you learn to use more advanced CSS features to add functionality to 
Web pages.

First, an embedded style sheet is used to add a drop-down menu to the home page 
of the Web site (Figure 7–2a). You use an embedded style sheet in this case because the 
menu appears only on the home page. An external style sheet (Figure 7–2b) is created for 
printing and is linked into the home page, sapperzein.html. With these style sheets added, 
the Sapperzein Galleries home page is more attractive, polished, and professional looking 
(Figure 7–2c). An external style sheet is then created to add a pop-up function in the other 
Web pages in the Web site (Figure 7–2d). You use an external style sheet because the style 
will be the same across several Web pages. That external style sheet is linked into the 
other Greece and Pompeii pages to give the pop-up effect shown in Figure 7–2e. 

(continued)

6. Test all Web pages within the Web site.  An important part of Web development is 
testing to assure that you are following XHTML standards. In this book, you use the 
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) validator that allows you to test your Web page 
and clearly explains any errors you have. When testing, you should check all content for 
accuracy. Finally, all of the Web pages with style sheets (external as well as embedded) 
should be validated as per the standard set throughout this book.   

When necessary, more specifi c details concerning the above guidelines are presented at 
appropriate points in the chapter. The chapter also will identify the actions performed and 
decisions made regarding these guidelines during the creation of the Web page shown in 
Figure 7–1 on page HTML 327.

Plan 
Ahead

CSS
The World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C) has a 
wealth of information 
about Cascading Style 
Sheets (CSS). You can fi nd 
out what is new with 
CSS, access CSS testing 
suites, and fi nd links to 
CSS authoring tools from 
this Web site. For more 
information, visit the 
W3C Web site and search 
for CSS.

B
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(a) HTML for home page.

(b) External style sheet for printing.

(c) Home page with embedded and external style sheets.

Figure 7–2

link to external style 
sheet for printing

embedded style sheet 
that defi nes navigation 
menu styles

drop-down menu 
created with 
embedded style sheet

external style 
sheet for printing
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(d) External style sheet for pop-up function.

(e) Secondary Web page with link to external style sheet.

Figure 7–2 (continued)

external style sheet 
creates pop-up 
functionality

external style sheet is 
linked into Greece and 
Pompeii Web pages to 
create pop-up function

Using Style Sheets   HTML 331
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Style Sheet Precedence Review
As discussed in previous chapters, each style sheet type has a different level of 

 precedence or priority in relationship to the others. Table 7–1 reviews style sheet precedence.

Type Level and Precedence

Inline • To change the style within an individual HTML tag 
• Overrides embedded and external style sheets

Embedded • To change the style of one Web page 
• Overrides external style sheets

External • To change the style of multiple pages in a Web site

Table 7–1 Style Sheet Precedence

Identify what style sheets to use. 
The fi rst step to consider when using style sheets is to lay out a plan that takes style sheet 
precedence into account.  This project uses only embedded and external style sheets.

Use external style sheets for styles that you want across the Web site. • As mentioned, 
the greatest benefi t of CSS is the ability to identify a style across a Web site. For Web 
pages in which you want a common look, use external style sheets. 

Use embedded style sheets for single Web page styles. • This type of style sheet is good 
to use if you want the style to just affect one (or a few) Web pages, and not all pages 
across the Web site.

Use inline style sheets for individual styles. • If you want to change the style of one or 
a few sections of one Web page, then using inline style sheets is the most appropriate. 
If the style is intended for most (or all) of the Web pages, you may want to switch to 
embedded or external style sheets.

Plan 
Ahead

Adding Style Sheets to the Sapperzein 
Galleries Site
The Sapperzein Galleries Web site for this chapter consists of nine fi les, as shown in 
Table 7–2. The fi rst Web page, sapperzein.html, is the home page of the Web site. The 
sapperzein.html fi le contains the navigation menu at the top of the Web page. It also 
 contains the company logo and the home page content.

File Name
Purpose and Display 
Specifi cs at Startup Changes Made in Chapter 7 

sapperzein.html • Home page of the Web site
•  Contains an unordered list of 

menu options, an image logo, 
and a paragraph of text

•  Add an embedded style sheet that 
creates a drop-down menu 

greece.html •  Contains the text and images 
that are needed for the pop-up 
function 

•  Add a link to an external style sheet that 
displays a large pop-up image when a 
user hovers over the smaller image 

Table 7–2 Files Used for the Chapter 7 Project
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In this project, you will add different types of style sheets to the Web pages in 
the Sapperzein Galleries Web site. To add the style sheets, you will make changes to 
three of the Web pages stored in the Chapter07/ChapterFiles folder of the Data Files 
for Students: sapperzein.html, greece.html, and pompeii.html. You also will create two 
external style sheet fi les, styles7.css and printpage.css. In addition to the fi les listed in 
Table 7–2, all image fi les needed for the chapter project are stored in the Data Files for 
Students. See the inside back cover of this book for instructions on downloading the 
Data Files for Students, or contact your instructor for information about accessing the 
required fi les.

File Name
Purpose and Display 
Specifi cs at Startup Changes Made in Chapter 7

pompeii.html •  Contains the text and images 
that are needed for the pop-up 
function

•  Add a link to an external style sheet that 
displays a large pop-up image when a 
user hovers over the smaller image 

styles7.css •  Nothing at startup; created 
from scratch

• Create an external style sheet 
• Save as a .css fi le

printpage.css •  Nothing at startup; created 
from scratch 

• Create an external style sheet 
• Save as a .css fi le

cactus.html
fl owers.html
group.html
individuals.html

•  Dummy Web pages that 
contain initial HTML code 
and link statement to external 
style sheet

•  Nothing is done to any of these Web 
pages in the chapter; you can use them as 
starting points for additional Web pages 

Table 7–2 Files Used for the Chapter 7 Project (continued)

Creating an Embedded Style Sheet. 
You would use an embedded style sheet if you want to set the styles within a Web page. In 
the case of this Web site, you want to create a drop-down navigation menu on the home 
page only. You design that menu on the home page by creating an embedded style sheet.

Determine which Web pages vary enough that an embedded style sheet makes • 
sense. You may have only one or even just a few Web pages in a Web site that will 
vary slightly from all other pages. In this case, an embedded style sheet makes sense. If 
there are styles that are to be repeated in that one Web page (or in a few pages), you 
would be better off using an embedded style sheet rather than a series of inline style 
sheets. For instance, if you want all paragraphs of text to have the same style within 
one Web page, then it makes more sense to embed that style rather than add the style 
to each paragraph tag within the Web page. 

Copy an embedded style sheet into other Web pages. • If you have a few Web pages 
that should have the same style, insert the embedded sheet in one Web page, save, 
validate, and test it. Once you have verifi ed that it works as you intend, then you can 
copy/paste the embedded style sheet into the other Web pages.

Change to an external style sheet when necessary. • If you fi nd that the style from the 
embedded style sheet is used on more Web pages as time goes on, you should create 
an external style sheet and link it into all Web pages in which you had previously 
inserted an embedded style sheet. For instance, if you decide that you want to have 
the drop-down menu on all Web pages in the Web site, you should move the code 
in the embedded style sheet to an external style sheet and link that external style 
sheet into all Web pages in the Web site. 

Plan 
Ahead
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Adding a Navigation Menu 
with an Embedded Style Sheet
The fi rst step in adding style sheets to the Sapperzein Galleries Web site is to add an 
embedded style sheet to the home page of the Web site, sapperzein.html. First, the 
HTML fi le sapperzein.html must be opened in Notepad++. Then you enter the code for 
the embedded style sheet. Figure 7–3a shows the home page in the default style (without 
a style sheet) as provided in the Data Files for Students, and Figure 7–3b shows the same 
Web page after the embedded style sheet has been added.

(a)  Web page at 
startup with no 
style sheet.

Figure 7–3

(b)  Home page after 
embedded style 
sheet inserted.

at startup, three 
unordered lists with 
two list items each

at startup, default 
font, margins, 
padding

navigation 
menu created 
with embedded 
style sheet

font family and color 
changed; margins and 
padding changed with 
embedded style sheet

hover function 
created with 
embedded 
style sheet
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To Start Notepad++ and Open an HTML File

  Start Notepad++ and, if necessary, maximize the window.

  With the USB drive plugged into your computer, click File on the menu bar and then 
click Open.

  If necessary, navigate to the Chapter07\ChapterFiles folder on the USB drive.

  Double-click sapperzein.html in the list of fi les to open the fi le shown in Figure 7–4.

1

2

3

4

Figure 7–4

Setting the Body Style and Link Style, 
and Adding a Drop-down Menu

The code you will be entering for the embedded style sheet is shown in Figure 7–5 
on the next page. Before entering the code, however, you should understand a little more 
about the styles you are setting.

HTML code in 
sapperzein.html 
fi le at startup

three words displayed 
on navigation menu bar 

insert embedded 
style sheet 
starting on line 10
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The code for an embedded style sheet must be inserted between a start <style> tag 
(line 10) and an end </style> tag (line 34), which are positioned within the head element. 
Within the style tag container, Web developers generally follow the coding practice to 
add an HTML start comment code <!-- (line 11) and end comment code --> (line 33). 
The beginning and ending HTML comment lines hide any script language that an older 
browser cannot interpret. 

Let’s fi rst take a look at what the CSS code in Figure 7–5 will create on the home 
page of Sapperzein Galleries. This code will enhance the three unordered lists dis-
played at the top of the Web page by creating a navigation menu bar (see Figure 7–3b 
on page HTML 334) with the words Travel, Nature, and Family. It will also improve the 
appearance of the two list items within each unordered list that are used as submenus. 
Figure 7–3b on page HTML 334 shows the two list items, Greece and Pompeii. Notice 
the different background colors on the menu bar and the submenu. This technique 
 utilizes CSS to give the appearance of a menu and submenu system. You could use graphi-
cal images such as menu bars here as well. For instance, you could utilize the menubar.jpg 
image that you used in Chapter 5 to give this same menu and submenu effect.

It may help for you to compare the uses of these menu styles (in Figure 7–5) to the 
section of HTML code (below) provided in the sapperzein.html fi le (Figure 7–4), together 
with viewing the resulting Web page (Figure 7–3b on page HTML 334). The structure of 
the divisions and unordered lists used in the sapperzein.html fi le at start-up are as follows 
(line numbers have been added):

16   <div id=”menubar”>

17       <div id=”menu1” class=”menu”>Travel

18       <ul>

19     <li><a href=”greece.html”>Greece</a></li>

20    <li><a href=”pompeii.html”>Pompeii</a></li>

21       </ul>

22       </div>

23

Figure 7–5

start style 
statement

style for main 
menu bar

styles for content

styles for 
submenus

hover styles

Word Spacing
The word-spacing property 
is a good way to add 
additional space between 
words. You can use any of 
the length units including: 
inches, centimeters, 
millimeters, points, picas, 
ems, x-height, and pixels.

B
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24       <div id=”menu2” class=”menu”>Nature

25       <ul>

26     <li><a href=”cactus.html”>Cactus</a></li>

27     <li><a href=”flowers.html”>Flowers</a></li>

28       </ul>

29       </div>

30

31       <div id=”menu3” class=”menu”>Family

32       <ul>

33     <li><a href=”group.html”>Group</a></li>

34      <li><a href=”individuals.html”>Individuals</a></li>

35       </ul>

36       </div>

37   </div>

Notice that all three menu bar options (Travel, Nature, Family) are within a 
 division  (section) of the Web page, as indicated on lines 16 <div> and 37 </div> above. 
This  division is given the id name menubar. Note in Figure 7–5 that lines 16 through 18 
defi ne the styles that are to be used for id="menubar" in the CSS code. There are also 
three unordered lists within this same division (for Travel, Nature, and Family), each con-
taining two list items. Those unordered lists each use the class="menu" (see lines 20, 22, 
and 25 in Figure 7–5). Therefore, the styles defi ned in the CSS code lines 20 through 30 
are refl ected in the submenu list items from the three  unordered lists.

This menu structure is further discussed here per lines of CSS code. Refer to 
Figure 7–5, lines 11 through 33 of HTML code in the fi le sapperzein.html, and Figures 
7–7a and 7–7b on page HTML 339 as you review this information. 

Line 12 in the embedded style sheet (Figure 7–5) sets the font family throughout 
the Web page by use of the body element. Line 14 sets the link color and turns text-
 decoration (i.e., underline) off. Lines 16 through 30 set the styles for the drop-down 
menu bar that will display at the top of the Web page, as shown in Figure 7–7a on 
page HTML 339. In lines 16 through 18, you set the borders (top, right, bottom, and left) 
of an element named menubar that will used be used in a <div> tag. All of the borders are 
set to 4px solid style. The top and left borders are set to the same color, while the bottom 
and right are set to another color. The background color is set to #eeeeee, while the text 
color is set to #100375. This portion of the statement on line 18:

height: 23px

sets the height of the area to 23 pixels. This is something that you adjust as you develop 
the Web page. You need to determine how much space you want relative to the default 
font size. 

Line 20 (Figure 7–5) sets the styles for a class named menu. The statement: 

.menu {float: left; padding: 0.1em 3em 0.1em 0.5em; cursor: default}

fl oats the text to the left. The padding property uses the “shorthand  property” code. 
The shorthand property allows a Web developer to shorten the code. Instead of using 
 padding-top, padding-bottom, padding-right, and padding-left, you can specify all the 
padding values in one property as line 20. 

Line Height
The CSS property line-
height property gives you 
the ability to control line 
height. With this property, 
you can control the 
vertical spacing between 
lines of text. There are 
three different ways to 
add the line-height value: 
by number, by length unit, 
and by percentage. If you 
specify by number, the 
browser uses the font-size 
property to determine the 
space. You also can use em 
and pt to set the height 
by unit. Finally, you can 
determine the line spacing 
by a percentage.

B
T
W

Em Units
The em is a very useful 
unit in CSS, because it 
adapts automatically to 
the font size that the Web 
page visitor uses.

B
T
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The padding property can have from one to four values. Table 7–3 shows the 
 shorthand statement together with the resulting values. 

Padding Property Statement Resulting Values

padding: 25px 50px 75px 100px; top padding is 25px
right padding is 50px
bottom padding is 75px
left padding is 100px

padding: 25px 50px 75px; top padding is 25px
right and left paddings are 50px
bottom padding is 75px

padding: 25px 50px; top and bottom paddings are 25px
right and left paddings are 50px

padding: 25px; all four paddings are 25px

Table 7–3 Shorthand Properties

Line 20 also sets the cursor to the default value using cursor: default as the 
 statement. If you do not have this statement, then you would not see a cursor as 
shown in Figure 7–6a. With this cursor code statement inserted, you see the cursor as 
shown in Figure 7–6b. Notice also that you are setting the padding in the  statement 
to an “em” measurement value. Table 7–4 describes the units that can be used by 
Web developers.

Figure 7–6

(a)

(b)

navigation menu bar with 
three options as defi ned by 
three unordered lists named 
Travel, Nature, Family

cursor not showing when 
mouse hovers over non-
linked area of menu bar

right and bottom 
border same color

cursor showing when 
mouse hovers over non-
linked area of menu bar

left and top 
border same color

Shorthand Properties
Shorthand properties 
are great to use and 
make your CSS code very 
effi cient. You can use 
shorthand properties 
with many different 
elements, including 
padding, borders, 
margins, and fonts. See 
the w3.org Web site for 
helpful information about 
shorthand properties.
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The next section of code in the embedded style sheet (lines 22 through 30 in 
Figure 7–5 on page HTML 336) specifi es additional styles for the menu bar and submenus. 
Figure 7–6b shows the menu bar at startup. Figure 7–7a shows the menu bar when 
the pointer is on one of the three main menu options (Travel, Nature, Family). This is 
defi ned with the style statements on lines 22 and 23 in the CSS code. Figure 7–7b shows 
the menu bar when a Web site visitor hovers over one of the two list items in each of 
three unordered lists. This style is defi ned on lines 27 and 30 where the hover pseudoclass 
is used. 

Unit Description 

% percentage 

in inch

cm centimeter

mm millimeter

em 1em is equal to the current font size; 2em means 2 times the size of the current font. 
For example, if an element is displayed with a font of 12 pt, then 2em is 24 pt

ex one ex is the x-height of a font (x-height is usually about half the font size) 

pt point (1 pt = 1/72 inch) 

pc pica (1 pc = 12 points) 

px pixels (a dot on the computer screen)

Table 7–4 Measurement Values

Figure 7–7

(a)

(b)

Next, there are some properties with which you are not yet familiar. Line 22 in 
the CSS code sets a style for the unordered lists (ul) in the menu class. It starts by  setting 
 display to none. That means at Web page startup (i.e., before the user hovers over the 
menu), the unordered lists will not display (Figure 7–7a). The position property is used 
to position an element on the Web page. If you do not use the position property, the 
 elements display on the Web page in the order in which they appear. For example, if you 
have a line of text entered in your HTML code, and then you insert an image in the code, 
the text appears on the Web page before the image. The position: absolute code sets the 
style so that the menu text remains constant and does not move. Table 7–5 lists the 
available property values for position.

when user hovers 
over menu bar; 
no pointing fi nger 
because there is no 
link at this level

when user hovers over a 
link option on submenu bar; 
background color changes; 
pointing fi nger to indicate link

CSS Pseudoclasses
To expand the possibilities 
of CSS, you can use 
pseudoclasses (e.g., 
the link hover). When 
used effectively, CSS 
pseudoclasses are used 
to add special effects to 
some selectors.
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When you add the list-style: none code in line 23, you turn off the display of the 
disc that is the default bullet for an unordered list. The margin: 0.1em 0 0 0 code is a 
shorthand property statement for margins. When you set the style display: block on 
lines 25 and 27, the ul element will generate a block box (line break) before and after 
the element. 

Finally, line 32 sets a new division id name called content. This division is used in 
the sapperzein.html fi le that begins with the <div> tag on line 39. This will be the style 
just for the paragraph of text on the Sapperzein Galleries home page. Again, review this 
material while looking at Figure 7–5 together with the open sapperzein.html fi le and 
Figure 7–7 for a comprehensive view of this embedded style sheet. 

Property Values Value Description 

absolute Generates an absolutely positioned element, positioned relative to the fi rst parent 
element that has a position other than static 

fixed Generates an absolutely positioned element, positioned relative to the browser window 

relative Generates a relatively positioned element, positioned relative to its normal position, 
so “left: 10” adds 10 pixels to the element’s left position 

static Default; no position; the element occurs in the normal fl ow 

inherit Specifi es that the value of the position property should be inherited from the parent 
element

Table 7–5 Position Property Values

To Add an Embedded Style Sheet

Table 7–6 shows the CSS code for the embedded style sheet to be entered directly in the header section of the 
HTML code for the home page, sapperzein.html. 

Table 7–6 Code for an Embedded Style Sheet

Line CSS Code

10 <style type=”text/css”>

11 <!--

12 body {font-family: Verdana, Arial, sans-serif}

13

14 a {text-decoration: none; color: #100375}

15

16 #menubar {border-top: 4px solid #e5e5e5; border-right: 4px solid #b2b2b2; 

17  border-bottom: 4px solid #b2b2b2; border-left: 4px solid #e5e5e5;

18  background-color: #eeeeee; color: #100375; height: 23px}

19

20 .menu {float: left; padding: 0.1em 3em 0.1em 0.5em; cursor: default}

21

22 .menu ul  {display: none; position: absolute; background-color: #e5e5e5; color: #100375;

23  list-style: none; margin: 0.1em 0 0 0; padding: 0}

24

Measurement Values
When is it best to use 
the “em” measurement 
versus using the “pt” 
measurement? There are 
many advanced Web page 
design resources available 
that discuss this topic. 
The main goal with any 
measurement value is to 
design a Web page so that 
it is legible. 
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The following step illustrates how to add an embedded style sheet to the Web page sapperzein.html.

Highlight the • 
 comment <!--Insert 
embedded style sheet 
here -->, on line 10.

Enter the CSS code • 
shown in Table 7–6 
(Figure 7–8).

What is an easy way 
to fi nd out what fonts 
are supported on your 
computer system? 

One way is to review 
the font names and 
examples as they 
 appear in an applica-
tion such as in the 
Font menu in Micro-
soft Word. You may 
want to try different 
fonts and sizes in an 
 application such as Word to see what they look like. 
You can save a document as a Web page from Word and view it in the browser as well. 

Why would I want to use the “hover” technique for links?

It adds a bit of interactivity and in this case helps to highlight the menu and submenu  structure for the user.

I Experiment

Remove the position: absolute statement in line 22 and see what it does to the words Nature and Family when you • 
hover over the word Travel. Put the statement back in.

1

Q
&

A
Q

&
A

Line CSS Code

25 .menu ul li {display: block; font-size: small; padding: 0.2em}

26

27 div.menu:hover ul {margin: 0; padding: 0; display: block;

28    border-bottom: .15em solid #b2b2b2; border-left: .15em solid #b2b2b2}

29

30 div.menu ul li:hover  {background-color: #cccccc}

31

32 div.content {margin-left: 20px; margin-right: 20px; padding-top: 5%; color: #100375}

33 -->

34 </style>

Table 7–6 Code for an Embedded Style Sheet (continued)

Figure 7–8

sets styles for id 
named menubar

sets styles for 
unordered 
lists

sets styles for class 
named content

sets styles for 
hover function
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To Save, Validate, and View an HTML File

After you have added the embedded style sheet to the sapperzein.html Web page, 
you should save the HTML fi le, and view the Web page to review the style changes. 

  With the USB drive plugged into your computer, click File on the menu bar and then 
click Save. 

  Validate the Web page using the W3C validation service.

  Open the sapperzein.html fi le in the Web browser to show the completed navigation 
menu, as shown at the top of the sapperzein.html Web page (Figure 7–9).

1

2

3

Figure 7–9

Creating an External Style Sheet 
The external style sheet is the most powerful and lowest precedence style sheet. With this 
style sheet, you can easily create a common look across a Web site by creating the external 
(.css) style sheet and linking it into all other Web pages. In this chapter project, you have 
two list items per main category (Travel, Nature, Family), or six Web pages that you want to 
have a common look. 

Create the external style sheet. • The fi rst step is to create the fi le itself. This fi le, 
which contains all of the style statements that you want, has to be saved with a fi le 
name extension of .css. Make sure to store this fi le in the same folder as the other 
Web pages.

Link the external style sheet into the Web pages. • The second step is to link the 
external style sheet (.css fi le) into the Web pages where you want it. The link 
statement is placed between the <head> and </head> tags.

Add comments to your code as needed. • The CSS code added to this external style 
sheet is complex. Comments help you remember and explain what you have done. 
The comments will not display on the Web page, but they will stay in the fi le with 
the CSS code.

Plan 
Ahead

navigation menu 
bar with styles

Sapperzein Galleries 
home page with 
embedded style sheet

styles changed 
for paragraphs 
of text

Font Families
You also can specify font-
weight using numerical 
values from 100 to 900. 
Normal text that is not 
bold has a value of 400. 
Each larger number is 
at least as bold as the 
one above it, and 900 
is the boldest option of 
the font. The browser 
determines how bold each 
value is as it is displaying 
the Web page.
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Adding Pop-ups with an External Style Sheet
As you learned in previous chapters, an external style sheet is a separate text fi le that 
contains the style statements that defi ne how the Web page elements will appear across 
multiple pages. After you create the text fi le with all of the desired style statements and 
comments, you save the fi le with the fi le extension .css to identify it as a CSS fi le. You then 
use a <link> tag to link the external style sheet to the Web pages to which you want to 
apply the style. 

Structuring the Web Page
It is useful to understand how you can structure your Web page by dividing it 

into logical sections. In previous chapters, you used the <div> </div> tags for structure. 
Specifi cally, you aligned images by placing the image element within the <div> </div> 
container. You also set specifi c styles using the <div> </div> tags. When you use the <div> 
</div> tags, you are able to design a layout that uses CSS, including inserting images.

When structuring your Web pages, it is also useful to understand the concept of the 
box model. The box model describes the structure of the elements that are displayed on 
the Web page. Once you have positioned the box on the Web page, you can control its 
appearance by manipulating its padding, borders, and margins, as shown in Figure 7–10. 
The margin specifi es the space between the element and other content on the Web page. 
The border is what surrounds the element content. The padding is the space between the 
content of the element and the box border. These four elements (content, padding, border, 
and margin) determine how the element content is displayed in the browser. 

Bottom

TM–top margin
TB–top border
TP–top padding

BM–bottom margin
BB–bottom border
BP–bottom padding

LM–left margin
LB–left border
LP–left padding

RM–right margin
RB–right border
RP–right padding

BM

BB

TB

TM

Top

BP

LPLBLM RMRBRP RightLeft

Margin

Border

Padding

Content of element

TP

Figure 7–10

You will manipulate some of these characteristics (border, margin-bottom, 
 margin-top) in the external style sheet completed in this section of the chapter. You 
also use the <div> </div> tags to divide the Web page to allow the pop-up effect.

The Box Model 
The box model is an 
important concept to 
understand. Determining 
an effective structure of 
your Web pages involves 
correctly determining the 
box model controls. Search 
the Web for the term “box 
model” to fi nd numerous 
resources that discuss box 
model control principles.

B
T
W

Box Model 
Troubleshooting
You can also fi nd an 
abundance of information 
on the Box model 
troubleshooting tools like 
those in Firebug or Google 
Chrome’s Developer Tools.
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Creating a Pop-up Using Cascading Style Sheets
The CSS code for the external style sheet defi nes a new style that provides a pop-up 

capability on a Web page. In this case, you add link and hover functionality that allows a 
Web site visitor to hover (i.e., move the mouse pointer) over an image and display a larger 
version of the image. 

The two fi les used for the pop-up function, greece.html and pompeii.html, are 
stored in the Data Files for Students. These fi les are all ready to use for the pop-ups but 
need to have the link statements inserted after the external style sheet is created and saved. 
It helps to look at the code in one of those fi les (greece.html) to see how the CSS code 
you will enter is used in the HTML fi le. The HTML code from greece.html follows:

<div id=”sizes”>

<p><a>

  <img class=”small” src=”greece1.jpg” width=”150” 
height=”110” alt=”Greece 1” />

  <img class=”large” src=”greece1.jpg” width=”150” 
height=”110” alt=”Greece 1” />

</a></p>

<p><a>

  <img class=”small” src=”greece2.jpg” width=”150” 
height=”110” alt=”Greece 2” />

  <img class=”large” src=”greece2.jpg” width=”150” 
height=”110” alt=”Greece 2” />

</a></p>

<p><a>

  <img class=”small” src=”greece3.jpg” width=”150” 
height=”110” alt=”Greece 3” />

  <img class=”large” src=”greece3.jpg” width=”150” 
height=”110” alt=”Greece 3” />

</a></p>

</div>

There are two areas that need to be discussed to understand how the CSS code 
applies to the HTML code. Table 7–7 contains the CSS code that you will input into an 
external style sheet named styles7.css. The HTML code above from greece.html shows a 
division with an id named sizes and three sets of images for the three images, as shown in 
Figure 7–1b on page HTML 327. 

Lines 4 and 7–8 in Table 7–7 defi ne the styles for the id named “sizes” as used in 
the greece.html code. The <div> statement at the start of this code identifi es an id named 
“sizes” at the start of the HTML code. Line 1 in Table 7–7 creates a class named “small” 
that is used with the image element. Lines 4 and 7 identify a class named “large” to be 
used as shown in the greece.html code above. Note that line 4 identifi es the styles for a 
link of an image for a class named large (a img.large), as used in the division with id sizes. 
Line 4 also tells the browser to set the large image size to height of zero and width of 
zero. The net effect of this is that the large image does not display at startup. 

Line 7 targets the same elements (a and img) and the same class (large), but this time 
it sets styles for the hover pseudoclass (a:hover). This style statement tells the browser 
to enlarge the image with class name large when a user hovers over the small image. 

External Style Sheet 
Validator
For the external style 
sheet, be sure to use the 
CSS validator found at the 
w3.org validation service 
at http://jigsaw.w3.org/
css-validator/#validate_
by_upload.
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The “large” version of the image is set to an absolute position 68 pixels from the top of the 
browser window and 170 pixels from the left of the window. The height of the image when 
enlarged is 389 pixels, while the width is 500 pixels. This CSS code enlarges an image, but 
you can also display text or other elements using this same basic code structure.

To Create and Print an External Style Sheet

To create an external style sheet, you open a new text fi le and enter CSS code shown in Table 7-7. After coding 
the style statements, you save the fi le with the fi le extension .css to identify it as a CSS fi le. 

Line CSS Code

1 img.small {border: none; text-decoration: none}

2 /* displays no border around images on the left */

3

4 div#sizes a img.large {height: 0; width: 0; border-width: 0}

5 /* hide the larger image by setting its height and width to zero */

6

7 div#sizes a:hover img.large {position: absolute; top: 68px; left: 170px; height: 389px;

8  width: 500px; border:none}

9 /* make the larger image appear in the same space as the frame on the right when a user hovers over 

10 one of the smaller images on the left side of the Web page */

11

12 p {margin-bottom: 26px; margin-top: 26px; font-size: small;

13  font-family: Verdana, Arial, sans-serif; color: #100375}

14 /* add bottom and top margins to p elements so they are somewhat aligned with the large image */

Table 7–7 Code for an External Style Sheet

The following step illustrates how to create an external style sheet to defi ne Web page style.

If necessary, click the • 
Notepad++ button on 
the taskbar. Click File 
on the menu bar and 
then click New.

Enter the CSS code • 
as shown in 
Table 7–7.

With the USB drive • 
plugged into your 
computer, click File 
on the menu bar and 
then click Save As. 
Type styles7.css 
in the File name text box. If necessary, navigate to the Chapter07\Chapterfi les folder on your USB drive. Click the Save 
 button in the Save As dialog box to save the fi le as styles7.css (Figure 7–11). 

Click the File menu, click Print on the File menu, and click the Print button in the Print dialog box.• 

1

Figure 7–11

styles for image 
class named small

styles for image 
class named largecomment 

lines

styles set for 
paragraphs of text
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Linking to an External Style Sheet
You now want to add this pop-up capability to two Web pages in the Sapperzein 

Galleries Web site: greece.html and pompeii.html. Linking the external style sheet to each 
of these Web pages gives you the capability to enlarge images in a pop-up format. 

To link to the external style sheet, a <link> tag must be inserted into each of these 
two Web pages. The <link> tag used to link an external style sheet is added within the 
<head> tag of the Web page HTML. The general format of the <link> tag is:

<link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”styles7.css” />

where rel="stylesheet" establishes that the linked document is a style sheet, type="text/
css" indicates that the CSS language is used in the text fi le containing the style sheet, and 
href="styles7.css" provides the name and location (URL) of the linked style sheet. To link 
a style sheet to a Web page, the <link> tag must use "stylesheet" as the value for the rel 
property and text/css as the value for the type property. The URL used as the value for the 
href property varies, based on the name and location of the fi le used as the external style 
sheet. The URL used here indicates that the external style sheet, styles7.css, is located in 
the main or root directory of the Web site.

To Link to an External Style Sheet

The following steps illustrate how to add a link to an external style sheet using a <link> tag and then save the 
HTML fi le.

If necessary, click the • 
Notepad++ button on 
the taskbar. 

With the USB drive • 
plugged into your 
computer, click File 
on the menu bar and 
then click Open on 
the File menu.

If necessary, • 
 navigate to the 
G:\Chapter07\
ChapterFiles 
folder. Click the 
greece.html fi le. 

Click the Open button • 
in the Open dialog box. 

Highlight the text, • 
<!--Insert external style sheet link statement here -->on line 10.

Type • <link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”styles7.css” /> to enter the link to the external style 
sheet (Figure 7–12).

Will the styles from the styles7.css take effect for all menus within the Web site?

As long as you insert the style sheet link statement into the Web page, then the menu styles will take effect. Remember 
that you can override those styles with either an embedded or an inline style sheet. You would do this if there is content 
that you want to vary from the styles used in the external style sheet.

1

Q
&

A

Figure 7–12

link statement 
to external style 
sheet styles7.css
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Click File on the menu • 
bar and then click 
Save on the File menu. 

Validate the Web • 
page using the W3C 
service.

Return to the browser • 
window and use the 
menu bar to click 
Travel and then click 
Greece. Hover over 
each image shown 
on the Web page 
(Figure 7–13) to see 
the changes in the 
Web page.

2

Figure 7–13

To Link the Remaining HTML File to an External Style Sheet 

You have linked the greece.html page to the external style sheet styles7.css. Now 
you need to link the pompeii.html Web page to the same style sheet. The following steps 
show how to add a <link> tag to the Pompeii Web page and then save the fi le.

  If necessary, click the Notepad++ button on the taskbar. 

  With the USB drive plugged into your computer, click File on the menu bar and then click 
Open on the File menu.

  If necessary, navigate to the G:\Chapter07\ChapterFiles folder. Click the pompeii.html fi le.

  Click the Open button in the Open dialog box. 

  Highlight the text, <!--Insert external style sheet link statement here --> on line 10.

  Type <link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”styles7.css” /> to 
enter the link to the external style sheet.

1

2

3

4

5

6

To Save, Validate, and Test the Web Page 

  Click File on the menu bar and then click Save on the File menu. 

  Validate the Web page. For the external style sheet, make sure to use the CSS validator 
found at http://jigsaw.w3.org/css-validator/#validate_by_upload.

  Open pompeii.html in a Web browser and test to see that the pop-up styles are implemented.

1

2

3

greece.html Web 
page after styles7.css 
external style sheet 
linked

hover over small 
image and display 
large image
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Creating an External Style Sheet for Printing
You next create an external style sheet that will be used for printing a Web page. When 
Web site visitors print a Web page, they generally want to print the content of the Web 
page, which does not include the navigation menu bar. You can limit what prints by  creating 
an external style sheet that is used specifi cally to set the styles for a printed Web page.

Understanding the Page Box Model 
In this external style sheet, you will add a page box with an @page rule to format the 

printed page. A page box is a rectangular region that contains two areas: the page area and 
the margin area. The page area includes the elements (or boxes) laid out on the page. The 
margin area surrounds the page area; the page margin area is transparent. Web developers 
can specify the margins of a page box inside an @page rule. An @page rule contains the 
keyword @page, followed by an optional page selector, followed by a block of declarations. 
Page selectors give a Web developer the fl exibility to designate the fi rst page, all left pages, 
or all right pages. For instance, you could specify different margins for the fi rst printed 
page of a Web site. You could therefore use the fi rst pseudoclass in your @page rule by 
using the statement:

@page :first { }

The printing external style sheet does not use any optional page selectors. It does include 
a declaration in the @page rule with the statement: 

@page {margin: 0.5in}

As with other external style sheets, you must fi rst create the external style sheet, and 
then you must link that style sheet into the Web page(s) for which you want to use it using 
the <link /> statement. 

To Create and Print an External Style Sheet for Printing

Table 7–8 shows the code for the external style sheet for printing.

Line CSS Code

1 @page {margin: 0.5in}

2 /* set printed page with half-inch margins */

3

4 #menubar {display: none}

5 /* do not print the menubar that displays at the top of the Web page */

6

7 .content {text-align: left; font-size: 12pt; font-family: sans-serif}

8 .content img {border-width: 0px; width: 8.778in; height: 2.444in}

9 /* specific styles set for content class */

Table 7–8 Code for a Print Style Sheet

@page Rule
There are many ways to 
control the printing of a 
Web page. Paged media 
(paper or transparencies) 
differ from continuous 
media in that the content 
of the document is split 
into one or more discrete 
pages. Using the @page 
rule gives you the 
fl exibility that you need.
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If necessary, click the • 
Notepad++ button on 
the taskbar. Click File 
on the menu bar and 
then click New.

Enter the CSS code as • 
shown in Table 7–8.

With the • 
USB drive 
plugged 
into your computer, 
click File on the menu 
bar and then click 
Save As. Type 
printpage.css in 
the File name text box. If necessary, 
 navigate to the Chapter07\ChapterFiles folder on your USB drive. Click the Save button in the Save As dialog box to save 
the fi le as  printpage.css (Figure 7–14). 

Click the File menu, click Print on the File menu, and click the Print button in the Print dialog box to print the CSS code.• 

1

Figure 7–14

To Link to an External Style Sheet

The following steps illustrate how to add a link to an external style sheet using a 
<link> tag and then save the HTML fi le.

  Click the sapperzein.html tab in Notepad++. 

  Click to the right of the > at the end of </title> in line 8 and press the ENTER key twice.

  Type <link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”printpage.css” 
media=”print” /> to enter the link to the external style sheet (Figure 7–15).

  Click File on the menu bar and then click Save on the File menu. 

1

2

3

4

Figure 7–15

@page rules setting 
style for printed page

styles set for class 
named content 
on printed page

id named menubar 
will not print

link to printpage.css 
external style sheet

media of style 
sheet set to 
“print”
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To Print an HTML File

  Click Print on the File menu and then click the Print button in the Print dialog box to print 
the sapperzein.html code. 

1

To Test the External Style Sheet

The following steps illustrate how to test the printpage.css external style sheet.

  Click the Internet Explorer button in the taskbar and then click the Return to Sapperzein 
Galleries link at the bottom of the Web page. 

  Click the Refresh button.

  Click the Print icon arrow in the Command bar and then click Print Preview (Figure 7–16) 
to verify that the menu bar will not print.

What other styles might be appropriate for printing?

As mentioned above, Web site visitors generally want to print the content of a Web page, 
not necessarily the format. You therefore might want to change the way that headings 
(h1 through h6) print. You could add a style to the printpage.css that prints all headings in 
one particular size (perhaps slightly larger than the general content of the Web page). You 
also might want to vary the margins from the Web page as displayed in the browser versus 
the margins on a printed page.

1

2

3

Q
&

A

Figure 7–16

print preview page

no navigation 
menu bar prints

Print Preview screen
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To Quit Notepad++ and a Browser

After you have viewed and printed the HTML and CSS fi les, the project is complete. 

  Close all open browser windows.

  Click File on the Notepad++ menu bar and then click Close All.

 Click the Close button on the Notepad++ window title bar.

1

2

3

Chapter Summary
In this chapter, you have learned how to add advanced CSS features in embedded and external style sheets to give 
your Web pages a consistent and polished look and to add functionality. The items listed below include all the new 
HTML and CSS skills you have learned in this chapter.

 1. Add an Embedded Style Sheet (HTML 340)
 2. Create and Print an External Style Sheet 

(HTML 345)

 3. Link to an External Style Sheet (HTML 346)
 4. Create and Print an External Style Sheet 

for Printing (HTML 348)

Learn It Online

Test your knowledge of chapter content and key terms.

Instructions: To complete the Learn It Online exercises, start your browser, click the Address bar, and 
then enter the Web address scsite.com/html6e/learn. When the HTML Learn It Online page 
is displayed, click the link for the exercise you want to complete and read the instructions.

Chapter Reinforcement TF, MC, and SA
A series of true/false, multiple choice, and short 
answer questions that test your knowledge of the 
chapter content.

Flash Cards
An interactive learning environment where 
you identify chapter key terms associated with 
 displayed defi nitions.

Practice Test
A series of multiple choice questions that test your 
knowledge of chapter content and key terms.

Who Wants To Be a Computer Genius?
An interactive game that challenges your 
 knowledge of chapter content in the style of a 
television quiz show.

Wheel of Terms
An interactive game that challenges your 
 knowledge of chapter key terms in the style of 
the television show, Wheel of Fortune.

Crossword Puzzle Challenge
A crossword puzzle that challenges your 
 knowledge of key terms presented in the chapter.

Quick Reference 
For a list of CSS properties 
and values, see the 
CSS Quick Reference 
(Appendix D) at the back 
of this book, or visit the 
CSS Quick Reference 
Web page (scsite.com/
HTML6e/qr). 

B
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Apply Your Knowledge 

Reinforce the skills and apply the concepts you learned in this chapter.

Creating an Egyptian Web Site
Instructions: Start Notepad++ and a browser. Using your browser, open the apply7-1.html fi le from 
the Chapter07\Apply folder of the Data Files for Students. See the inside back cover of this book for 
instructions on downloading the Data Files for Students, or contact your instructor for information 
about accessing the required fi les. The apply7-1.html fi le is the partially completed HTML fi le needed 
for this exercise. Figure 7–17 shows the Apply Your Knowledge Web page as it should appear in the 
browser after the necessary code is added. 

Perform the following tasks.
 1.  Examine the HTML fi le and its appearance in the browser. 

  2.  Embed the following style sheet into the apply7-1.html fi le:

body  {font-family: Verdana, Arial, sans-serif; 
background: #edbf79}

a {text-decoration: none; color: #5a3702}

#menubar  {border-top: 4px solid #f4dab2; border-right: 4px 
solid #e0a140; border-bottom: 4px solid #e0a140; 
border-left: 4px solid #f4dab2; background-color: 
#f5cb8a; color: #5a3702; height: 23px}

.menu  {float: left; padding: 0.1em 3em 0.1em 0.5em; 
cursor: default}

Figure 7–17

add embedded style sheet 
for menu bar, background 
color, font styles
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.menu ul  {display: none; position: absolute; 
background-color: #f4dab2; color: #5a3702; 

 list-style: none; margin: 0.1em 0 0 0; padding: 0}

.menu ul li  {display: block; font-size: small; padding: 0.2em}

div.menu:hover ul {margin: 0; padding: 0; display: block; 

  border-bottom: .15em solid #e0a140; border-left: 
.15em solid #e0a140}

div.menu ul li:hover {background-color: #e0a140}

div.content  {margin-left: 20px; margin-right: 20px; 
padding-top: 8%; color: #5a3702}

 3. Insert the necessary HTML in the body of the Web page to utilize the classes within the embedded 
style sheet. (Hint: Refer to the chapter project to help you determine where these classes should be 
inserted.)

 4. Save the fi le as apply7-1solution.html, validate the code, and print the fi le.

 5.  View the Web page in your browser.

 6. Print the Web page as laid out on the screen.

 7. Submit the solution in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

Extend Your Knowledge

Extend the skills you learned in this chapter and experiment with new skills. 

Creating an External Style Sheet
Instructions: You will create and save an external style sheet, and then link it to the fi le extend7-1.html
from the Chapter07\Extend folder of the Data Files for Students. See the inside back cover of this 
book for instructions on downloading the Data Files for Students, or contact your instructor for 
information about accessing the required fi les. This HTML fi le contains all of the text for the Web 
page shown in Figure 7–18. 

Figure 7–18

add external style sheet 
for font and link colors 
and styles

Continued >
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Perform the following tasks:

 1. Start a new fi le in Notepad++, and add the following CSS code to create a new external style sheet 
that specifi es the following:

  a. all links red in color, bolder weight, and no text-decoration

  b. table left margin of 10, color of red, and 14pt font size

  c. hover color yellow with a red background

 2. Save the fi le as extend7-1styles.css and print the fi le.

 3. Open the extend7-1.html fi le from the Data Files for Students and add a link statement to the 
external style sheet extend7-1styles.css.

 4. Save the fi le as extend7-1solution.html, validate the code, and then print the fi le.

 5. Open the extend7-1solution.html fi le in the browser and print the Web page.

 6. Submit the solution in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

Make It Right

Analyze a document and correct all errors and/or improve the design.

Correcting the Valentine’s Day Dinner and Dance Web Page
Instructions: Start Notepad++. Open the fi le makeitright7-1.html from the Chapter07\MakeItRight 
folder of the Data Files for Students. See the inside back cover of this book for instructions on 
downloading the Data Files for Students, or contact your instructor for information about accessing the 
required fi les. The Web page is a modifi ed version of what you see in Figure 7–19, but it contains some 
errors. Although the code in the embedded style sheet has the styles that you want, the CSS code is 
incorrect. Make the necessary corrections to the Web page to make it look like the fi gure. 

Figure 7–19

correct errors in 
Web page code

Extend Your Knowledge continued
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In the Lab

Lab 1: Creating an External Style Sheet for Printing
Problem: You have been asked to create a style sheet that can be used for printing across a number of 
people’s personal Web pages. You decide to set the printing styles in an external style sheet so that it 
can easily be linked to any number of Web page fi les. You use the lab7-1.html fi le for this exercise. The 
HTML code is completed for the Web page, as shown in Figure 7–20a. You should create the external 
style sheet that results in Figure 7–20b.

Figure 7–20

(a)

(b)

Instructions: Perform the following steps to create an external style sheet and link it to an HTML fi le 
from the Data Files for Students.
 1.  Using Notepad++, create a new fi le for an external style sheet that is used for printing.

 2.  Using CSS, create the style structure so that the menu bar on the Web page is not printed. (Hint: 
Use the menubar class.) Also, align the content of the Web page on the left with a font size of 12 
points in Times New Roman font for the printed page. (Hint: Use the content class.)

 3. Save the fi le as lab7-1print.css.

Continued >

Web page 
with menu

print preview 
with external style 
sheet linked; does 
not show menu

create external 
style sheet so menu 
does not print
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 4.  Open the HTML fi le lab7-1.html in the Chapter07\IntheLab folder of the Data Files for Students. 
Add a link to the external style sheet, lab7-1print.css.

 5.  Save the HTML fi le in the Chapter07\IntheLab folder as lab7-1solution.html. Validate the fi le and 
then print it.

 6.  Open the fi le, lab7-1solution.html in the browser. Use Print Preview to test if your printing 
external style sheet works correctly.

 7.  Print the Print Preview view of the Web page.

 8.  Submit the solution in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

In the Lab

Lab 2: Adding External and Inline Style Sheets 
Problem: Your father’s business, Bold Ones Painting, is participating in the Home and Garden Show 
and wants to create a Web page to notify people about the event. The event coordinator asks you to 
create a Web page that contains information about the business and an e-mail address link, as shown in 
Figure 7–21. The Web page should have a link to the external style sheet, lab7-2styles.css, which is in 
the Chapter07\IntheLab folder of the Data Files for Students. The external style sheet is not complete, 
so you must add some selectors and declarations to complete it.

In the Lab continued

Figure 7–21

Instructions: Perform the following steps.
 1. Using Notepad++, open the HTML fi le lab7-2styles.css in the Chapter07\IntheLab folder of the 

Data Files for Students. 

 2. Add the following styles to the external style sheet: 

  a. h1 and h2: “Baskerville Old Face”, “Calligrapher”, “Arial” font in a bolder weight and color #ff3300 

  b. paragraphs: “Sans Serif”, “Baskerville Old Face” font, color of black, with 10 pt left margin

 3. Save the fi le using the same fi le name.

add external and 
inline style sheets 
to change styles
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 4.  Using Notepad++, open the HTML fi le Chapter07\IntheLab\lab7-2.html in the Data Files for 
Students.

 5.  Add the link necessary to apply the styles from the lab7-2styles.css external style sheet.

 6. Add an inline style sheet to the last paragraph of text that sets the font to Verdana and size 10pt.

 7. Within the borderless table provided, add the image boldones.jpg in the top data cell of the Web 
page. Insert an <h1> heading tag next to the image that contains the words Bold Ones Painting 
with a line break as indicated. Also add an <h2> heading with the words For Your Home or Offi ce 
in italic font. (Hint: Use an inline style.)

 8.  Save the fi le as lab7-2solution.html, validate the fi le, and print it.

 9.  Open the Chapter07\IntheLab\lab7-2solution.html fi le in your browser.

 10.  Print the Web page.

 11.  Submit the solution in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

In the Lab

Lab 3: Developing an External Style Sheet for Pop-ups
Problem: The owners of Sabatina’s Pizza want to continue enhancing their Web site. They would like to 
include a pop-up that displays the ingredients and nutrition information for some of their pasta dishes, 
as shown in Figure 7–22. The fi le lab7-3.html is an HTML fi le that contains some of the structure of 
the Web page. The fi le, lab7-3.html, is included in the Chapter07\IntheLab folder of the Data Files 
for Students. In this exercise, you will create an embedded style sheet that pops up the text under the 
pasta image when a user hovers over the image. Research the three pasta dishes (fettuccine, lasagna, and 
ravioli) to get an idea of ingredients and nutrition information that you will use in your pop-up text. 

Figure 7–22

create pop-up 
to display text 
with hover 

Continued >
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Instructions: Perform the following steps.
 1.  Open the lab7-3.html fi le in Notepad++ and add an embedded style sheet that includes the styles 

shown in Figure 7–22. 

 2. Add an embedded style sheet to set the following: 

  a.  links should be 1em sans-serif font with padding of 5 and 10 pixels and margins of 0 0 1 pixels 
(Hint: Use shorthand properties); the right border should be 5 pixels and color #ff1828

  b. when a user hovers over a link, the right border should be style double with 5 pixels in white

  c.  at startup, there should be no display of text beneath any of the three images of pasta; use the 
<span> </span> tags to control the display of text pop-up upon hovering; position the block of 
text as absolute with a top margin of 220 pixels and left margin of 550 pixels; the width of the 
block should be 180 pixels at a minimum, depending on how much text you fi nd in your research; 
use padding of 5 pixels and margins of 10 pixels; the text should be white on a black background.

  3. Add the ingredient/nutrition information to your HTML fi le.

 4. Save the fi le as lab7-3solution.html, validate it, and then print the HTML code.

 5.  Open the Web page in your browser to test that the pop-ups display when you hover over each 
pasta image, as shown in Figure 7–22. Print the Web page.

 6.  Submit the solution in the format specifi ed by your instructor.

Cases and Places

Apply your creative thinking and problem-solving skills to design and implement a solution. 

• EASIER    •• MORE DIFFICULT

• 1: Finding CSS Information Online
Browse the Internet to fi nd two Web sites that discuss advanced Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). How 
else can CSS be used in your Web development that differs from how it has been used in Chapters 2 
through 7? What other properties and values can you use to format your Web pages? What are other 
ways that you can create external style sheets to be used for printing only? Think about these other 
techniques and be prepared to discuss what other advanced CSS you would like to utilize.

• 2:  Trying More Styles 
Mr. Sapperzein is very impressed by the use of style sheets in the Sapperzein Galleries Web site 
and would like to explore additional styles that can be applied. Using Appendix D, fi nd three CSS 
properties that were not used in Chapter 7 and that are appropriate for this type of Web site. Make sure 
to do a thorough analysis on this; i.e., do not just fi nd three properties, but determine through your 
analysis and design process what three properties would be benefi cial to the Web site. Then modify the 
styles7.css style sheet that you used in the chapter project to include these properties and values. Save 
the style sheet as styles7new.css in the Chapter07\CasesandPlaces folder. Update the link in the Web 
page, sapperzein.html, and then view the Web page in the browser using the new style sheet. How did 
the use of these new properties improve the appearance of the Web page? 

•• 3: Applying Pop-up Text
Create a Web site that utilizes several pictures. Use the basic pop-up techniques covered in this 
chapter to pop up text rather than larger images when a Web site visitor hovers over one of the images. 
Determine how you could use this text pop-up function and why it might be helpful in your own Web 
development. Write a one-page paper explaining your thoughts on text pop-ups created using CSS. 

In the Lab continued
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•• 4: Determining How CSS Could Be Used on a Web Site 

Make It Personal
Select a Web site with which you are familiar. Verify that the Web site does not utilize any of the three 
types of style sheets. Develop a graphic of the Web site hierarchy. Determine how the three types of 
style sheets could be utilized in this Web site and develop an outline explaining how they would help 
enhance pages or sections of the site, add style consistency, or make the site easier to maintain. Write a 
proposal to the owners of the Web site that describes the features you could add with style sheets and 
the benefi ts of doing so, relative to the formatting techniques currently used in the Web site. As an 
example, you might want to address the number of times that a particular <font> tag is used in the site 
and contrast that with the ease of using one external style sheet and a link statement per page. Use 
other ideas as discussed in the project to stress the other benefi ts of style sheets. Write the proposal in 
the form of a bid, giving time estimates and costs associated with the development effort. Include your 
hierarchy chart and style sheet outline as appendices to the proposal.

•• 5: Completing the Sapperzein Galleries Web Site

Working Together
In this team exercise, you will complete the Sapperzein Galleries Web site. There are four additional 
dummy Web pages provided in the Data Files for Students in the Chapter7\ChapterFiles folder. 
The four remaining Web pages are called cactus.html and fl owers.html that drop down from the 
Nature menu selection and group.html and individuals.html that drop down from the Family menu 
selection. As a fi rst step, determine in your team if the Nature menu item is of interest to the members 
of the team. If it is not, determine another category to replace Nature and two drop-down submenu 
categories to replace Cactus and Flowers. All teams should complete this project using the Family 
category. Once you determine the third category, you need to take the pictures relative to these four 
fi nal drop-down items and complete the Web pages provided. 
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